
Notes Towards an Infinite Film
Program II: Signal,  Skin,  Pixel,  
Camera

The VVVR series Notes Towards an Infinite Film takes inspiration from filmmaker Hollis Frampton’s notion of an “infinite film” consisting of ev-
ery frame of “every film that has ever been made, for any purpose whatever.” As an imaginative exercise, Notes Towards an Infinite Film places 
five generations of Buffalo filmmakers and video artists in conversation to envision this lively and long-lived media community ’s contribution 
to Frampton’s speculative history of all recorded images.

Curator John Hanhardt concludes his 1990 essay “Beyond Illusion; American Film and Video Art, 1965-1975” by drawing a comparison be-
tween University at Buffalo professor Paul Sharits’ flicker films and video artworks by his former colleagues Woody and Steina Vasulka which 
explored the electronic signal, noting that in both cases the artists were exposing “ the material basis of image-making within the technologies 
and properties of the medium.” Hanhardt’s recognition of these shared materialist investigations, though edifying, was hardly revelatory. By 
1990, the histories and practices of these two seemingly distinct moving images genres – structuralist film and image processed video – had 
already met, mingled and merged in the work of subsequent generations of Buffalo moving image artists. 

The experimental works that comprise Signal, Skin, Pixel, Camera interrogate the material properties of film, video and digital moving images. 
The skin, or the emulsion, of film is reconsidered as cinematic image through hand-processing and chemical alteration. Software tools glitch 
and pixelate the digital image revealing its display elements. Image processing instruments foreground video’s noisy electronic signal. Rich, 
lush color is culled from the electronic eye of the camera. The resulting works offer viewers a richly sensual and haptic visual experience and 
entry into a unique conversation across decades of Buffalo film and video history.
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